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Background and purpose
he alarmingly high failure rate in the

T

2005 legal writing examination prompted

feedback on an interpretative task (such as a problem or exam ques
tion ). Thi s process enables pupils to construct their own meaning,
to formulate and test their hypotheses, to subject their arguments
to criticism, and to draw their own conclusions. Group work, which

immediate intervention by the GCB and various

allows for discussion and debate, is therefore a large part of this

constituent Bars, including Johannesburg. In

process.

Johannesburg, one of the Bar Council decisions

3 Explicit instruction

was to introduce the 'analytic legal writing

Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives (see below) is a hier

course;' so called to emphasise its focus on the

archical list of cognitive skills a student is expected to attain . Most

fundamental problem-solving skills required

teaching and learning focus on the lower order activities of acquiring
and comprehending information - being able to recogni se, recall and

of an advocate: analysis (breaking down into

understand facts. Higher order cognitive processes such as analysis,

components to aid understanding), evaluation

synthesis and evaluation - the skills a lawyer needs - are seldom, if

(assessing relevance and applicability), and

ever, overtly taught. They are, however, often tested, which is usu

synthesis (reconfiguring in the form of a

solution).

ally the first time students encounter analytical and problem-solving
tasks. The aim of the analytic writing course is therefore to make
explicit the problem-solving strategies of analysis, synthesis and

Despite a general tendency to attribute poor writing skills to

evaluation.

an inadequate command of the language, no amount of remedial
work in sentence structure, punctuation or tone of voice is going

Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives

to produce a good piece of legal drafting. Attention to grammar
Outcome

Mental skill

Instruction verb

1

knowledge

Recognise and
recall facts

list, recite, identify,
name, outline, define

2

comprehension

Understand
meaning of info
and relationships
between facts

explain, describe,
paraphrase, interpret,
distinguish

3

application

Use the info
appropriately
in different
situations

calculate, solve,
determine, apply

4

analysis

Understand a
new situation
by exploring
its constituent
parts.

classify, predict,
explain, model, derive,
interpret

5

synthesis

Put components
together to form
new products
and ideas

propose, create,
invent, design,
improve, formulate

6

evaluation

Judge the value
of an idea,
based on criteria

determine, evaluate
judge, select, critique,
justify, optimise

and style is the final stage of fine-tuning writing. Usually convoluted
language and muddled ideas are an attempt to conceal a lack of
understanding .
Thus the idea of an English language course was abandoned in
favour of the analytic legal writing course as an adjunct to the eve
ning legal writing classes, with the aim of helping pupils acquire legal
literacy: how to think, read and write like lawyers.

Approach
My background in teaching academic literacy to university students
has informed my approach to facilitating the pupils' acquisition of
legal literacy. The course was premised on four teaching and learn
ing principles: integration, active learning, explicit teaching, and
scaffolding .

1 Integration of literacy skills into the legal context
Integrating the skills to be learnt into the context of their use is
essential for transfer. It would be futile to teach a skill as a decontex
tualised theoretical construct or in relation to a text that is irrelevant
to the pupils' purposes, as it is unlikely that the skills would be
transferred to different contexts. Problems and texts from past exam
papers were therefore used to apply and practise the legal literacy
skills, as these are authentic and relevant legal texts in the context of
pupillage .

4 Scaffolding: appropriate, structured support

2 Active learning

One of the appeals of the analytic writing course for many pupils is

Active learning is based on the principle that learning takes place

its safe learning environment. The use of small groups of four or five

through the construction of meaning rather than through a passive

facilitates the sharing of ideas without the risk of embarrassment. In

process of receiving and retaining information . Highly participative in

addition, as a layperson, I pose no threat to the pupils who increas

nature, active learning is characterised by questioning, discussion and

ingly enjoy teaching me the law. Another form of support is peer
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feedback, a valuable resource in learning especially when there are
multiple responses . In the analytic writing course, copies of pupils'
drafts are distributed to the members of their small groups as discus
sion documents. Pupils choose to amend their drafts incorporating
their peers' responses or not. Final drafts are then submitted to me
for assessment. I mark them and give extensive written feedback
which I discuss with the pupil. I also give general feedback to the

5 Applying the law (case law and/or legal principles) appropriately in
order to substantiate the argument.
6 Following procedural rules and genre formats.

Changes for 2008
Having heard of Sias Reynecke SC's excellent method of coaching
from his pupils, and having witnessed his use of mindmaps during
the tutor-training workshop in Pretoria in June 2007, I invited him to

class having copied illustrative excerpts (anonymously) from the

present his problem-based system of teaching at the tutor-training

pupils' work. Finally, excellent answers of past pupils are provided as

workshop in the Drakensberg in January 2008. As Glenn Goosen SC

models.

commented, his inclusion was 'a stroke of genius'.
Sias's methodology is an excellent example of active learning

Process
Pupils are divided into two groups, each attending one weekly tuto
rial (Monday or Thursday morning). These were reduced from three
to two hours in 2007 which was less daunting for pupils. This has
worked well and will continue in 2008.
The focus of the course is to explicate the process of legal writing,

because it requires the pupils to question, speculate, and generate
solutions. But more importantly than providing a practical demon
stration of our approach to teaching, it drew our attention to the
fundamental necessity of including case/fact analysis into the pupil
lage programme in a far more rigorous and systematic way. While
advocacy training does teach case analysis, its purpose is for trial

the first stage of which is to ensure comprehension of the problem

preparation. Sias has highlighted the need for fact analysis at the ini

and the accompanying texts.

tial stages when fi rst confronted with a problem so as to identify the

1 Understanding the texts provided in the exam questions (instruc
tions, pleadings, statements, judgments, precedents, law) by break
ing these down linguistically and semantically where necessary;
2 Analysing the texts by breaking them down structurally;
3 Selecting and summarising the relevant facts and issues;
4 Synthesising these in a logical argument (whether in the form of an
opinion, pleading or argument);

applicable branch of the law and the elements of a particular cause
of action or defence. This methodology also synthesises well with
the pupil workbook and with a related methodology which Chris
Marnewick SC has utilised.
Consequently pupils in the 2008 analytic legal writing course will
conduct a fact analysis for every task they are required to do. I am
confident that as a result, the steady improvement over the last two
years will continue.

• How can legal professionals get
• maximum online exposure?

A:

www.law24.co.za
South Africa's Leading Law Directory Website

Fact: There are over 65000 online searches for legally related topics
in South Africa per month, both for legal services and general legal issues.
Th e o nline env iro nment is evo lv ing and so are o nline users. Th ey wa nt interacti ve
in fo rm atio n served o n a n i nte lli ge nt pl atfo rm. Law24 w ill faci li tate yo ur firm 's
integrat ion i nto th e inte lli gent o nline era eas il y and afford abl y. Wh ether you simpl y
need to build your o nlin e prese nce o r build you r cl ie nt base, Law24 is th e w ay.

Go to: www.law24.co.za
Call: 0860 000 LAW (529)
Email: contact@law24.co.za
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'I found Toni's class indispensable. I benefited from the class in many

Success of the programme
That there is improvement is notable, with a dramatic reduction in
the percentage of failures in legal writing:
• In 2005, of the 34 pupils who failed at least one subject, 16 failed

ways: analysis of cases hearing pupils' opinions practices of different
legal writing exercises discussions with fellow students. Above all, I
am ready to write the exams one month in advance. '
- Thank you for the academic and emotional support. Legal writing

legal writing - 47%.
• In 2006, of the 31 pupils who failed at least one subject, 12 failed

was

a nightmare before your classes. '

- These classes have benefited me greatly, especially the group work

legal writing - 38%.
• In 2007, of the 18 pupils who failed at least one subject, 4 failed

that takes place every week. The group discussions are of assistance
as I am able to see how other people analyse situations and deal with

legal writing - 22%.
Without proper research, however, the drop in the percentage
of legal writing failu res cannot be wholly attributed to the analytic

problems. My drafting has also improved by leaps and bounds. '
Criticism of the tutorials was that they sometimes lost focus and

writing course . Other contributing factors this year would have been

moved too slowly. These are valid points which will be addressed this

the calibre of pupils at the Johannesburg Bar in comparison to the

year with a more structured schedule and time-frame in which to

previous year, and an attempt to shift the focus from lectures to

complete tasks.

tutorials, using techniques involving active learning. This is evident in

Conclusion

the fewer numbers of overall failures and in the higher standard of
work I marked.

The benefits of active learning are evident. It is deeply rewarding
to observe the growth in a pupil's self-confidence achieved through a

Pupils' perceptions

process of discovering knowledge and reaching understanding. The

The following comments from pupils highlight the benefits of group

results, I believe, are more self-assured, independent thinkers, and

work, discussion, feedback and a positive emotional environment.

competent advocates.
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The Johannesburg Bar at Midmar 2008
Swimming at the Johannesburg Bar is alive and well!. Four teams
were again entered in the Midmar Mile non-company team event.
Teams were (mostly) made up of members and their immediate
family, and well as a judge.

The Barwon team, thanks to the superb efforts of Reenen and Emiel
in blustery and choppy conditions, was placed 9th out of 580 teams.

The results were (in minutes and seconds):

A special mention also to the young ones who successfully com

Congratulations to Emiel, who swam the individuals event on the
Sunday, in 24.46, being placed 8th in the category men 31-40 years.
pleted the event: Matthew, Isabella and Michael.

Barwon
Reenen du Plessis (son)

24.33

Emiel Jansen van Vuuren

24.58

Victor Gautschi (son)

32.09

Andre Gautschi SC

32.29

Roelof du Plessis SC

39.57

Bartoo
Jenny Cane

43.01

Sarah Wetten (friend)

44.11

Marguerite Gautschi (daughter)

49.56

Alan Lamplough

52.53

Barter
Farhana Docrat

44.26

Michael van der Nest SC

49.56

Matthew van der Nest (son) (9)

49.56

Caroline de Pelet Abraham
(friend)

58.09

Charlie Abraham (friend)

58.10

Barquat
Judge Colin Lamont

45.15

Martin Kriegler

49.27

Isabella Kriegler (daughter) (11)

49.27

Michael Kriegler (son) (10)

49.28
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JOHANNESBURG BAR TEAM SWIMMERS: Left to right: Victor Gautschi,
Jenny Cane, Mike van der Nest, Sarah Wetten, Alan Lamplough,
Marguerite Gautschi, Emiel van Vuuren, Martin Kriegler, Andre Gautschi

